The goal of the DataWeb Project is to facilitate the querying and browsing of multimedia databases over a wide spectrum of networks and media. The explosive use of the World Wide Web has made it possible for organizations to make data available to an ever widening audience for an ever growing spectrum of uses. However, the Web also has altered the requirements for querying, and these new requirements must be addressed before the potential of Web-based applications can be ful lled. As part of the DataWeb project, we have developed an intelligent query facility that builds on the access paradigms supported by current hypertext-style web applications and on decision support systems. This facility generalizes the basic navigation and abstraction mechanisms of these applications to be both extensible and scalable. Enabling users with minimal familiarity of the database contents to easily locate data of interest, this query facility forms the multimedia querying mechanism for a database publishing test-bed. The test-bed is operational and provides access to data of the Greek National Tourist Organization, including on-line brochures, slides, video clips and other travel related information.
Bringing Databases to the Web
The explosive use of the Web has made it possible and desirable for organizations to make their existing databases available on the Web. A plethora of Web interface products are available that facilitate the development of Web applications for querying and manipulating databases. These products are mostly targeted at reducing the development e ort for creating traditional forms-style query interfaces for the Web 23] . However, forms do not provide e ective interfaces for a large portion of Web users.
Web users di er in at least three important aspects from users of conventional database applications. First, Web users are often unfamiliar with the application contents (the schema and data, in database terminology) and may not have prior experience in using the application's interface. Second, Web users can a ord to be intolerant of in exible interfaces since they typically have alternatives (other Web sites) available that o er similar services. Web users today expect e ective and e cient navigation methods, which minimize the amount of interaction with the system, even when their initial requests are inaccurate or incomplete. Finally, Web users may have very diverse requirements for the same database.
To meet the needs of Web data providers, multimedia querying facilities need to address these new requirements. In doing so, there are important lessons to be drawn from the way data is currently presented over the Web. Most Web sites use xed sets of interconnected (hypertext) pages that are usually created Published in IEEE Multimedia, 4(4):14-21, October, 1997.
manually for organizing their data. Using this approach, users do not have to know a priori the exact speci cation of the data they want nor anything about the structure or distribution of the data. Rather they can browse through brief summaries of the data and successively view more and more detailed information. This navigational form of browsing provides the novice user an e ective way of nding information. However, this approach has many disadvantages that can be addressed by taking a more declarative approach. Fixed hypertext networks are hard to maintain as the size of the data set grows. The main problem is not how to create the large sets of data pages. Their uniformity usually enables their generation from template scripts. However, there is no easy way of creating the interconnecting network (the hypertext links) that would allow these pages to be browsed in an intelligent way. Creating that interconnection network manually requires potentially huge resources. Even when web pages are generated dynamically, there is no systematic way for creating this organizational network. Furthermore, the network is xed both in terms of the data (changes in the data content require manual changes to the network) and in terms of the user, in that it provides a single view of the content for all users. For example, a network of documents that is organized by subject cannot easily be used to locate documents by speci c authors. It is impossible to envision all possible categorizations of data that diverse (and unknown) users may wish to use in locating information. Another side e ect of the xed nature of this network of pointers is that it cannot adapt as a user becomes more experienced with the system and wants to take shortcuts.
For example, the popular Web directory Yahoo o ers a browsing mode that always requires the same number of clicks to nd a speci c item, independent of the user's previous experience. The only alternative is to use a separate query engine (in the case of Yahoo, a key word search engine) that is unable to produce anything but a at list of answers even if that list contains thousands of entries.
Despite these limitations, hypertext access methods still o er advantages over traditional forms-style query interfaces which do not support e ective browsing. Even with their in exibility, pre-computed networks of summaries provide a proven access paradigm for static unstructured or semi-structured data. However, attempts to use similar navigational style interfaces over structured data have met with very limited success. In this paper, we overview our attempts of providing an e ective browsing mechanism for the dynamic data contained in structured database management systems. These techniques form the query support for DataWeb, a database publishing environment. Unlike previous attempts at integrating browsing and declarative querying (see 18] for a survey), we pay close attention to the incorporation of multimedia query predicates and to ensuring that the response time requirements of Web applications can be achieved.
Creating Summaries Dynamically
The query model we propose borrows some basic concepts from the area of On Line Analytical Processing (OLAP), which includes data analysis and decision support systems along with multidimensional databases 3, 6, 10] . These systems group together subsets of the database and present aggregates of the data items in each group. Hierarchical abstractions over the data are used to form the aggregates. A user may drilldown into a set of data by successively restricting one or more of the hierarchies, while the system presents aggregates of the underlying data at each step. The goal of these systems is to allow a non-expert user to identify properties or aggregate features from a potentially large set of data. The lack of user expertise together with the need to o er useful summaries of data sets makes the requirements of OLAP systems similar to the requirements of Web applications.
Consider an inventory database. A user may obtain aggregate information about products based on geographical region. The aggregations are rst presented at a very high level, perhaps the total value of all inventory in each of seven regions of the U.S. (Northeast, Midwest, etc.) is displayed. A user may then drill-down to see more detailed aggregate information about a speci c region. Within a region, inventory totals may be displayed for each state. In the drill-down process, aggregates of successively smaller subsets of the data are presented.
Our query model incorporates the use of such hierarchical abstractions for presenting summaries of data. Drill-down and roll-up operations are provided to let users focus their attention or to relax this focus by viewing \nearby" information. Each summary may be thought of (and in our implementation is realized as) a dynamically created hypertext page. Links between pages are replaced by di erent drill-down and roll-up operations which permit users to view alternative summaries or alternative data.
Despite these similarities, our model di ers from traditional OLAP models in a number of important ways. OLAP systems usually deal with spreadsheet-type databases comprised mainly of numerical and statistical data. For multimedia data, the bulk of the data is not numerical but categorical attributes or complex attributes such as images, locations (spatial data), video clips, or metadata. Presenting abstractions and summaries of numerical data is quite di erent from summarizing textual and multimedia data. Furthermore, since the visualization of aggregate information is the ultimate goal of OLAP systems, these visualizations do not need to be interactive. For Web applications, the groupings and aggregations are used as the navigational vehicle to locate the data of interest. As a result these abstractions have to be interactive. OLAP systems also limit the number of hierarchies to a small number (Codd and Codd suggest the limit should be less than twenty 3]). A xed, limited set of abstractions is not su cient for a database publishing environment. The number of required access paths or abstractions will depend on the needs of users. The number may be large and may vary dynamically. It must be possible not only to choose among di erent abstractions but to de ne new ad hoc abstractions. Given the potential schema complexity, the system must also permit browsing of the schema, the hierarchies, and any metadata associated with the multimedia data.
Query Model
The primary goals motivating the development of our query model are summarized in Figure 1 .
Provide a exible browsing facility that preserves the ease of use of hypertext interfaces while being both extensible and customizable. The facility must accommodate change in both the data and user requirements. Seamlessly integrate declarative structured queries, navigation-style browsing and multimedia querying into a single paradigm. Provide information location and summarization capabilities for naive users without compromising query support provided for sophisticated users. Develop the necessary database support mechanism to meet performance requirements demanded by Web users. Navigation is the primary mode for interacting with the database. We model navigation as a process of query rewriting and query re nement. We illustrate this process through an example from our prototype system which contains data of the Greek National Tourist Organization including on-line brochures, slides, video clips and other travel related information 12].
A session begins with an initial query from the user. In most cases, particularly for novice users, this query will be the default query that selects everything from a target set. In our example, the request may be for all hotels. Such a query is rewritten into a summary query designed to provide relevant information to help users get a feel for the database contents and to navigate down to a subset of the data of interest to them. Abstraction hierarchies stored in the database are used to create the summary. Figure 2 depicts some possible hierarchies for hotel data including geographical location, hotel type, and relative price. Hierarchical abstractions may be de ned over numerical, categorical, or multimedia attribute domains. These hierarchies (which may actually be lattices) may be either stored (for example, a database table may represent the containment relationships of geographical regions) or computed (a function may map various hotel prices, from a set of price-related attributes, into groups such as inexpensive or expensive). Computed hierarchies are particularly e ective in summarizing the results of approximate match or proximity queries such as those produced by multimedia operators (hotels can be aggregated by the degree to which they resemble a given hotel image). Hierarchies form the basic navigation primitive and are customizable in that new hierarchies may be easily registered in the database. More details on hierarchies may be found in 12] .
The answer to the default query on our Greek hotel database is depicted in Figure 3 . The geography hierarchy has been selected for presenting the summary. To facilitate the location of relevant information, extensive metadata is associated with the nodes of the abstraction hierarchies. In this example, a user may view additional descriptive information about Greece (the root of our geography hierarchy), including a map and video clips of attractions, before drilling-down. In addition to partitioning data, the abstraction hierarchies play an important role in organizing descriptive information to help users locate data of interest.
Using this summary, the user may drill-down to view a subset of the data in more detail. The process of drilling-down corresponds to the incremental re nement of the initial under-speci ed query. In our example, the user may select Dodecanese to view hotels in this region. Continuing the process, the user may select the node Rhodes to view hotels in Rhodes, one of the twelve Dodecanese islands (Figure 4 ). There are only eight hotels in Rhodes so rather than presenting a summary, a list of the hotels is returned. Information about a speci c hotel, including descriptive textual information, pricing information, and images of the hotel, can be viewed by selecting the hotel.
Once a user gains some familiarity with the database contents, we expect queries will combine this navigational style with structured predicates. After viewing the hotels in Rhodes, a user may decide she wishes to view only hotels that have at least a two star rating. This predicate may be entered through a forms interface. Applying this predicate restricts the summaries and data presented to include only hotels satisfying the predicate. Predicates on multimedia content are also provided. For example, a user may request hotels that resemble a given hotel using an image operator supported by QBIC 11] .
This drill-down style of interaction enables the system to make intelligent responses to under-speci ed queries. Such queries are common for novice users. Rather than inundating a novice user with the literal response to a query, a meaningful and compact representation of the query response is presented which can be used directly (using mouse clicks) to re ne the query.
An over-speci ed query is any query producing a result that does not contain the data of interest to a user. Unlike under-speci ed queries, the system cannot determine at query evaluation whether the query is over-speci ed. Hence, responses to all queries, be they summaries or actual listings of target data, must permit the convenient incremental relaxation of the query. This relaxation process is called roll-up in the OLAP literature 3].
Queries may be relaxed by removing user restrictions (predicates), by moving up in an abstraction hierarchy (moving from Rhodes up to Dodecanese) or by relaxing matching criteria in an approximate match predicate (such as a multimedia operator). When given an over-speci ed query, the system guides the user in selecting how to relax the query. As with drill-down, our goal in roll-up is to present meaningful information to permit the user to decide how to relax the query. Given a set of options for relaxing the query, ie a set of dimensions (attributes, operators or hierarchies) along which to relax the query, the system uses statistics about the database content to provide suggestions to the user. Suppose at some point during the navigation a query is issued that is equivalent to the query, \Find all Cycladic hotels with faxes in Athens". 1 A Cycladic hotel is one designed in the Cycladic style with a white-washed facade and trim painted in bright blue or green. This condition would be speci ed using a QBIC operator to query images of hotel facades by color content. Suppose further that there are no hotels in the database satisfying the query. The system determines whether it is a single predicate that is most restricting the query (perhaps data on whether hotels have faxes has not been entered consistently so that few hotels satisfy the predicate has-Fax?) or a combination of predicates (perhaps there are many hotels in Athens and many Cycladic hotels but no Cycladic hotels in Athens). Using this information a summary of data that almost matches the query is given. In our example, if there are indeed few or no Cycladic style hotels in Athens, the roll-up operation may result in a summary displaying the number of hotels with faxes in Athens that are almost Cycladic (relaxing the image operator) along with the number of Cycladic hotels with faxes in Greece (relaxing on the geography hierarchy). The user may then choose which subset to explore in more detail.
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4 Implementation Figure 5 depicts the system architecture. The query rewriting and re nement techniques are implemented as a CGI application (the query server) that communicates with a DBMS. The query server translates user input into the appropriate navigational (summary) queries which are passed as SQL queries to the DBMS. The query server formats query responses as html pages which are passed to a standard Web server. These pages can then be viewed with a standard Web client. We currently use an SQL server which is interfaced directly to the Shark video server 8]. 2 The SQL server maintains all of the conventional record-oriented data about the application (for example, information about hotels, regions and sites of interest). Images, video clips and large passages of text are stored as les in Shark. The Shark server o ers appropriate quality of service guarantees for real time video display and also doubles as a generic high performance BLOB (Binary Large Object) server. The image les stored in the Shark server may be processed using image operators provided by QBIC 11] . The Shark server handles integration with QBIC.
Query Server
The query server accepts user input (mostly in the form of mouse clicks) and creates a (summary) query. Suppose a user has indicated that he is only interest in hotels with at least two stars and has received the summary response of Figure 3 . The user may then indicate that he wishes to drill-down by clicking on Dodecanese. The query server takes the current query (\Find the count of all two star hotels in Greece, aggregated by region.") and rewrites it into a more specialized query (\Find the count of all two star hotels in Dodecanese, aggregated by subregion.") Using a di erent page, the user may indicate that he wishes to view this information by price. In this way, a user may view the same data partitioned and summarized over di erent dimensions, an e ect that has been referred to as \worm-holing" between data spaces. The query server takes such input and modi es the current query before submitting it to the DBMS. In this example, the rewritten query would request counts of all two star hotels in Dodecanese aggregated by price.
To accommodate novice users, the system provides a default hierarchy for starting the drill-down. In addition, the system stores information on hierarchies to use when the bottom of another hierarchy is reached during drill-down. For example, if Rhodes is a leaf node in the geography hierarchy and forty hotels satisfy the user query, the system may automatically switch to viewing the data over the price hierarchy to permit additional drilling. Currently, we model these defaults using a single ordered list of hierarchies provided by the database administrator. More sophisticated mechanisms, including tailoring the selection based on past user interactions, are being investigated.
Customization
To publish a new database, the query server needs knowledge of what information is available for browsing and what hierarchies are available for summarization. This information is registered within the DataWeb catalog, a set of database tables, by adding information about the hierarchy or table that will be browsed. Any table or view de nition may be made visible through our interface by entering a tuple in the catalog that provides the table or view name. For our hotel example, information is actually stored in a set of partially normalized tables. The hotel view registered in the DataWeb catalog is a view de nition that composes all descriptive information about hotels into a single (virtual) unnormalized table.
To permit navigation, a set of hierarchies is registered for each browsable view or table. These hierarchies may either be stored or computed. For stored hierarchies, the catalog contains the name of a table that stores the hierarchy (as a list of parent-child tuples). For computed hierarchies, the catalog contains the name of a function that computes the hierarchy. This function takes a node of the hierarchy as input and returns all descendents in the hierarchy. Any number of hierarchies may be provided for a given view and the hierarchies may be changed dynamically without any change to the query-rewrite server. Hierarchies may be de ned over single attributes in which case the leaf level of the hierarchy corresponds to values of an attribute. Hierarchies may also be de ned over multiple attributes of the tuple in which case a function mapping tuples to leaf entries of the hierarchy must be provided.
As we described in Section 3, selection restrictions may be placed on any dimension (attribute, hierarchy, or operator) in a view. For hierarchies, selections are a result of the drill-down process. In our example above, when the information was viewed by price, a restriction on the geography hierarchy (hotels must be in Dodecanese) was retained. For attributes and operators, we provide a separate forms-style interface for specifying restrictions. We permit equality and inequality boolean predicates (for example, \num-of-stars > 2"). We also permit approximate match predicates (for example, \color-content like Image647" where color-content is an image operator). The results of the latter type of predicate, if large, may be aggregated into a hierarchy based on rank (degree) to which tuples match the predicate. This is currently the only form of dynamic hierarchy supported by the system. Restriction predicates are permitted on any attribute of the view. Additionally, operators on tuples of a view may be registered in the catalog. These operators can be any boolean or real-valued DBMS function on tuples of the view.
We expect that selection restrictions will be used by a user only after the hierarchies have been used to browse through portions of the data set. To facilitate use of selection restrictions by users unfamiliar with the schema, the navigational environment may be further customized by providing hierarchies that organize and summarize the actual attributes in a view. In our hotel database, we have over 100 attributes describing hotels. These attributes can be grouped logically into categories such as price related attributes, facility related, etc. An application developer may provide such a hierarchy to permit browsing of the schema as a way of nding relevant attributes.
Evaluation
The execution time for the query server is relatively small compared to the query execution time. So while our query server can be run on any database (within our SQL Server) or be ported easily to other DBMS, we have found (not surprisingly) that it is important to optimize the physical database design to provide good query response times. We are making use of multidimensional indices, bitmap indices and inverted indices to support searches over multiple attributes.
In evaluating navigational or browsing style queries, we have also found it important to consider the pattern of queries in developing new optimization and evaluation strategies. For drill-down queries, the answer to a query will likely be a subset of a previous query. To improve the performance of these queries, we use a main memory cache of query results and extend the query optimizer to consider plans that use these cached results. The model used is based on the GMAP model proposed in 21]. We are currently evaluating our query optimization techniques and looking at additional database support mechanisms for browsing style query workloads. These include special optimization techniques for multi-dimensional aggregation operators including operators for generating cross tabulations and histograms 6], along with the use of spatial access methods and additional caching techniques to optimize incremental queries.
Our experience with the customization facilities has been very positive. Using the query server, an application developer does not need to write any HTML or CGI code to develop a exible navigational interface. Rather, she only needs to register views and hierarchies within the DataWeb catalog. So, we have e ectively turned the application design process into a database design process. In one exercise, it took a student only a few hours to create and register the appropriate views to permit navigation of a legacy multimedia medical repository. We found that the data already contained numerous hierarchies (including a National Library of Medicine diagnosis standard) that were appropriated for navigation. After gaining some experience using the system, we did nd it convenient to incrementally add a few more hierarchies to improve the exibility of the navigation. Our design enabled these changes to be made easily without disrupting users.
Web-DBMS Rapprochement
Related work on facilitating the Web-DBMS connection can be broadly classi ed into two groups: work on using DBMS to store web content and work on Web-based database publishing. The use of DBMS to store Web content has been touted as an e ective means of creating dynamic, scalable Web servers 19]. Using the common gateway interface (CGI), Web application programs can access DBMS and retrieve static Web pages or dynamically create pages based on input from the user and the data retrieved 2, 19]. However, the creation of these Web applications remains a costly tasks 19]. Emerging Web authoring and management tools provide some automated support for easing this task including version management, consistency checking of the generated pages and links, and basic multi-user con guration management of Web documents 2, 5] . This support may be provided within application programs or within the database by adding support for native database types for hypertext documents 1, 14, 16] . While these tools facilitate the management of web sites (making use of DBMS to store web content), they do little to permit e ective use of existing database from the Web.
Work on database publishing includes a large body of work on application generators that provide automated help for generating HTML query forms for accessing and manipulating database content 22, 9, 15, 7, 4, 17] . In addition, there has been work on reducing the impedance mismatch between data manipulation languages (DMLs), such as SQL, and Web authoring languages, such as HTML 13] . This work aids application development by reducing the programming burden for application developers. Other tools attempt to cover the language di erences (and help Web authors unfamiliar with database languages) by providing visual interfaces that insert DML commands in Web documents using visual (point and click) commands 20]. These solutions provide valuable aid to a Web author. However, the Web author is still responsible for nding a convenient way of introducing the data and schema to new users and enabling users to navigate through the data, e ectively locating data of interest. This task requires the Web author to manually devise and implement a browsing solution.
Our work adds a new dimension to this area by providing a customizable tool for presenting large, multimedia data repositories. We have used a browsing paradigm proven to be e ective in Web and OLAP applications. We have made this paradigm dynamic and extensible.
